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Abstract. This study is based on the halting and complexity problems for a simple class of logic 
programs in PR0LOGlike languages. Any Prolog program can be expressed in the form of an 
overlap of some simpler programs whose structures are basic and can be studied formally. The 
simplest recursive rules are studied here and the weighted graph is introduced to characterise 
their behaviour. This new syntactic object, the weighted graph, generalises the directed graph. 
Unfoldings of directed graphs generate infinite regular trees that I generalise by weighting the 
arrows and putting periods on the variables. The weights along a branch are added during 
unfolding and the result (module of the period) indexes variables. Hence, their interpretations 
are non-regular trees because of the infinity of variables. This paper presents some of the formal 
properties of these graphs, iinite and infinite interpretation and unification. 
Although they have a consistency apart from all possible applications, weighted graphs charac- 
terise the behaviour of recursive rules in the form L :-I?. They express the most general fixpoint 
of these rules and range across a finite sequence of recursive rewritings. Within global rewriting 
systems and logic programming, the halting problem and the existence of solutions are proved 
to be decidable for this simple recursive rule with linear goals and facts, and the complexity is 
shown to be at most linear. 
Although these problems are undecidable for slightly more complex schemes, it is hoped that 
from the weighted graphs of each recursive sub-structure of a Prolog program, the whole behaviour 
of the program will be understandable. Then, the weighted graphs would be the nucleus of 
an efficient and methodological logic programming, which could be called Structured Logic 
Programming. 
Estimating the termination and complexity of a program from its structure is not 
a :: original idea. Although Bijtim and bacopini [ 13 pn ,oved that all programming can 
bc done with at most one while Ecop, usually the structurl_- of a well-writte 
program gives good behavioural properties. 
Within logic programming, this structural a 
results; however, this approach is more coheren 
based on one and only one operation, called inferen 
to be more complex because t 
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Directed graphs are well known: t eir unfoldings generate infinite rational trees. 
graph is a graph with a top, no es and arrows, but 
e integers, and the variables y have L: period. 
unfolding, the weig along a branc are added and their sum (modulo of the 
period) indexes the variable. These unfolded trees are non-rational because of their 
algebraic theory apart from the 
ite inferences using this rule. This means th 
information about its behaviour is concentrated in its weighted graph. 
2. 
The basic syntactic objects used in term rewriting systems and in 1 
ming are trees, directed acyclic graphs (dags) and directed (or orient 
In Prolog, any literal of a rule is a finite tree, that is, the basic object in a Prolog 
program. In a tree, each different node of the root has one and only one father 
node (see Fig. 1). 
Fig. 1. 
Directed acyclic graphs (da 
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Fig. 2. 
not exist with occur-check. 
er of A and f(A) does 
represented by the directed graph s 
Fig. 3. 
Unfortunately, these syntactic objects are too poor to study the behaviour of a 
recursive rule. Using them, the results are only partial and their proofs are complex. 
Their structures are not adapted to allow a good comprehension of the basic 
recursivity. This is why we are obliged to generalise them and to introduce weighted 
graphs. 
2.1. What is Q weighted graph: informal presentation 
A weighted graph is a direstec: g’aph where (see Fig. 4): 
(1) the root is weighted by a relative integer; 
(2) the arrows are weighted by relative integers; 
(3) the variables may be periodic. 
/J-l\ 
:2 -o- 
Fig. 4. This lookc like a directed graph: there are six nodes labelled by function symbols (game, o) or 
variables (P, M), the arrows are directed, and this graph contains loops; however, the root (game) 
is 
weighted by 0, two arrows are weighted by -1 and +l, and variable P has period 2. 
es to ersta e 
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2.1.1. ighd 
The most general infinite list can be expressed sn the form 
where Vi are variables, or in tree form as shown in Fig. 5. Let us consider rule 
r : [ V, U] + U. This list is its most general fixpoint. This tree is rewritten in Fig. 6 
to an equivalent form with respect to rule r. 
/“\ 
-r--, 
G /*A 
Jo\ 
VI 
Jo\ 
h 
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V A*\ etc n+l etc 
Fig. 6. 
Any directed graph cannot be used to express the lke because of the infinite 
number of variables (Fig. 7). However, if a weight, 1, is put on the looping arrow, 
the index, i, of the variables, VI:, can be computed as the sum of the weights along 
the branch from the root to the leaf (Fig. 8). 
V 
/O&Q -Unfol@WY+ v,*>i 
v . 
Fig. 7. 
etc. 
2.1.2. Period 
ltb:! P. Devienne 
Fig. 8. 
Player PO plays move M o, then PI plays M, , and PO plays Mz, and so on. Move 
M, is, therefore, played by player Pnmod2. Figure 9 shows this in equivalent trze 
form. For describing the periodicity of variable P, a period is put on this variable. 
In this way, the index is the sum of the weights modulo the period (Fig. 10). 
Fig. 9. 
+O 
+ 1 (Infolding - ./,o, - Index computation --L p,/ O, 
/“w A”\, 
M . Al, . 
\ 
lo\ 
pnmod70\ 
Ml etc. 
Fig. 10. 
2.2. !De$nition of weigh ted grt;rgh 
weighted grapil is a graph in the form 
to Xx,7, and SUCC(X, i) = (xi, Wi) means that xi is the ith successor of x and this 
arrow is weighted by Win Period is a function from Period( V) = p means 
that p is the period of variable V: V’k E E (in interpretation), v, = 
V kmodp* (Root, w,) is an I=lement of x Z, that is, the weighted root. 
See Fig. 11 where 
x=bb,x,J3,x,,x,L 
Lab( x,) = game, Lab(x,) = P, Lab( x,) = o, 
ILab = o, Lab(x,) = 
Succ(x19 1) = (xz, 01, Succ(x,, 2) =(x2, -I), 
Succ(x, 9 3) = (x3, (3, Succ(x,, 1) = (x2, O), . . . , 
Period(P) = 2, Root=xl, wR =O. 
0 
+1 
J 
M 
Fig. 11. 
ark 2.3 (Directed graph and weighted graph). (1) The directed graph definition 
is the same, but the underlined parts have been added. 
(2) Another definition is possible: periods on the nodes [9]. The advantage is 
unification without occur-check, but the major disadvantage is that interpretation 
is much more complex. 
2.3. Interpretation of a weighted graph 
In the intuitive presentation, the weighted graph was unfolded without control, 
but for a good and powerful interpretation, two new notions must be introduced. 
2.3.1. Counter range (CR) 
ust be associat 
k? Devienne 
( ): Valwe of the counter Unfolded tree for CR = 
E?ights (1 
In addition to the weights of t 
is is equivafcnt to consi 
13,14). In this way, the 
e arrows, an initiall weight is used. 
ter contains an initial value (Figs. 
nce of ot rewrites using rule r : [ V, U] + U, 
11 -J+f~-#-“‘+t,+~ 
be expressed from the previous weighted graph. The ith term of this sequence 
is the interpretatisn of wg with the initial weight, i, and CR = [ 1, n] (Fig. 15). 
* The paths in L. weighted graph are defined through the following 
recursive fun&m, called escen&nt. Let e form &AZ... &ENk: 
escCR((x, w), E) = (x, W) (E: empty path) 
), i1.i~ . . . ik) = Descc,((Xil, Wil+ W), iz . . . ik) 
and SUCC(X, il) = (Xii, Wil). 
- Initial weight.: k E CR + 
J 
4-1 CR = [o, n] 
V 
Fig. 13. 
Fig. 14. 
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I---+ j”\ -l--+ un+l 
vn u n+l 
Fig. 15. 
( Urtfolding of Q weighted graph, wg, for a counter 
input weight, k). Let (Root, wR) be the weighted root of wg; 
graph denoted Q&(wg) is, Vm such that Desc( (Root, wR + k), 
if w E CR and Lab(x) =f~ F 
then the unfolded 
nr) = (x, w), 
(function symbol), 
~&2bQg)(m) = I Llodperiod~ v, ifw&Rand ah(x) = VE Var, vx,. if w ti CR and Vx is the special variable of x. 
otes. The definition of the modulo function and the highest common factor is 
extended to 2 to simplify this presentation: 
(1) The modub function from 2 to N: VW E 2, w mod 0 = w means that a variable 
has at least period 0. The module function is an equivalence relation, where any 
element of an equivalence class can be chosen 2s a canonic element. This canonic 
element will be taken in the interval, CR, for example, the smallest positive element 
if there is one, otherwise the greatest negative one. 
(2) The highest common factor function from 2 x 2 to N: V w, w’ E 2, hcf( w, w’) = 
hcf(l WI, Iw’l) and hcf( w, 0) = hcf(O, w) = I WI. 
eorem The weighted graph is a generalisatiun of the directed graphs: 
Finite trees = Dags e Directed graphs 5 Wei 
roof. ny directed graph is a weighted graph whose weights and periods are null, 
or a weighted graph with any weights and whose period of all the variables is 1. 
The weighted graph can characterise some non-regular trees because of the infinity 
of variables. owever, if all the variables (whose number may be i 
instantiated b the same constant, then the obtained ground tern will 
Therefore, they cannot express the non-regular ground trees, for exam 
list of natural integers ( 
is a set of pairs in t 
l? Devienne 
lo\ zero 
A”\, 
succ 
’ “‘etc zero succ 
I 
8 $:;~~‘l(wg) expresses the most general sequence of n rewrites using 
[ V, U] + U (cf. previous example). 
2.3.3. Path and loop in a weighted graph 
. (Loop and basic Eoops). A loop is a path from a node to itself using 
the descendant functionl This loop is said to be basic if all the nodes., except for 
the first and the last, are different. 
Generally, there is an infinity of loops, but always a finity of basic loops. 
( Weight and sign of a path ). 
(1) The weight of a path is the sum of the arrow weights along it. 
(2) The path is said to be positive (resp. negative, null) if its weight is positive 
(resp. negative, null). 
. A weighted graph contains no null fznite loop iff all the basic loops 
from the same node have the same sign and are not null. 
It is obvious that these conditions are necessary. Let IIS show that they are 
ent. For any node, y, appearing ill a ‘loop from node x, there exists a basic 
om x through y. This basic loop is also a basic loop from y through X. Hence, 
e basic loops from a node appearing in any loop from x have the same sign. 
Moreover, the weight of a loop is the sum of some overlapped basic loop weights 
which are either all greater than zero or all less than zero. This means that any loop 
weight is never null. 0 
weighted graph contains no nulljinite ioops, any looping node can 
be said to be either positive or negabkr because of the same sign of its loops. 
weigh te is said to be firzite if it contains no 
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that is, @it contains no null basic loops and there are no positive and negative basic 
loops from the same node. 
Therefore it is easy to define an algorithm for checking whether a weighted graph 
is finite because of the finite number of basic loops. This property corresponds to 
the occur-check in unification (Fig. 17). 
/J-I \ 
P:2 -O-s 
J 
M 
(Finite weighted graph) 
Fig. 17. 
(Non-finite weighted graph) 
- because of node b - 
is jnite: 
The unfolding is finite in all finite counter ranges iff the weighted graph 
Vk, I/finite CR, %&,(wg) is a finite tree e wg is ajnite weighted graph. 
The depth of the unfolding of a finite weighted graph is bounded by a linear function 
of the size of the counter range. 
emma 2.1~. For a finite interval, CR, the unfolded result of a finite weighted graph 
is a finite tree whose height is bounded by a linear function of the size of CR. 
roof. Let k be the input weight and WR the root weight. A path in the weighted 
graph is a path from the root to a function node in the unfolded graph iff any left 
subpath of this path has a weight, w,,, such that k+ WR + We E CR. owever, CR, is 
a finite interval and wl, belongs to a finite interval. oreover, any path in the 
weighted graph can be expressed in the form 
m,.loop(x,).mz.loop(x,). . . mk.loop(~~).mk+r 
eNhere the paths, rn;, contain no loops and the no 
parts of this path have a limited length: 
(1) k 6 Card(X), that is, the number of nodes in the weig 
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ma 2.16. If a weighted graph, wg, is not finite, 
is computable su 
there exists a constant, M, which 
Card(CR) 2 M + 3k E CR, Q&(wg) is an in,finite tree. 
eighted graph is not finite, there exists a finite path, m, containing 
a loop whose weight is null: 
3m path such that m = m, . loop(x) and wlOOP(X) = 0. 
Let US define [ Wmin, w,,,] as the smallest interval which contains zero and the 
weights of every left subpath of one path, m. It is then easy to see that all the 
following paths have the same weight: 
Vn E AT, ml .loop(x)” 
and the weights of their left subpaths belong to [ Wmin, w,,,]. Thus, if interval CR 
contains more than Card( Wmin, w,,,) + lwR] elements, from the input weight, 
(inf( CR) - W,in) (if WR 2 o), or, (sup(CR) - w,,,) (if WR S O), the unfolding is infinite 
because of the paths, m, .loop(x)“. Cl 
2,4. Partial order 
Let u be a substitution. 
(1) Darn(u) is the set of variables which are substituted by u. 
(2) Var(a) is the set of variables which appears in the trees associated 
variables of Dom( a). 
Dam(o) = { K [3( v + ti) E Iz) and Var( a) = U Var( ti). 
(Vi+t,EU) 
with the 
(3) A substitution can be applied to a term by simultaneously replacing all 
occurrences of each variable of the domain. The term obtained is denoted 4). 
nition 2.18. Let wg and wg’ be two weighted graphs, then the following partial 
order is defined by &I(wg) G 4kF(wg’) if 3q a substitution such that o($$(wg)) c 
$&T(wg’). That is, if: 
(1) IWC IW’; 
(2) there exists a substitution making the unfolded tree of wg equal to the unfolded 
tree of wg’ for every input weight of IW. 
Let WC be a weighted graph structure, that is, WG = 
us define IW, IW’, CR and CR’ as four intervals of Z 
There is a substitution, u, which verijies 
wg denotes 
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roof. For any value of the counter belonging to CR’- CR, the interpretation of 
the nodes is different. Let x be a node and V. its special variable; for a value, c, 
of the counter, this node will be interpreted during the unfolding as: 
(1) Vxc from CR; 
(2) %&(WG/(x,O)) from CR’. 
This is different, iff value x belongs to CR’, but is not an element of CR. Therefore, 
this substitution can be expressed in the form of an indexed substitution: 
u= W xc = 4!.&(WG/(x,O))Itlx~ X, VcKR’--CR}. 
This substitution does not depend on the weighted root and verifies 
Corollary 2.20. Let wg be a weighted graph and IW, IW’, CR and CR’ be four 
interuals of Z: 
IWc IW’ and CRC CR’ --i &$(wg) =S $$(wg). 
The greater the counter range, the more precise and deep the interpretation is. 
2.5. Unification of finite weighted graphs 
efinition 2.21. Two weighted graphs are said to be unifiable from IW and in CR 
if the following system is solvable: 
{%&(wg) = %&(wg’)IVkE IW}. 
Let (r be the most general unifier, then the result of the unification is denoted 
Example 2.22. Unification on CR = [ 0, n ] and I W = [ 1, n] (Fig. 18). Does there exist 
a substitution making the trees equal for all k E I (Fig. 19)? 
P i-1 
game VI gzme 
/r-A JO 
P P’ o P’ P R 
PJ A 
M/o\ 
Fig. 18. 
3. It is well known that unification is a fundamental 
unifiability is a crucial property i 
graph unification is equivalent to 
P. Devienne 
== 
Fig. 19. 
Unfortunately, the result of the unification of two weigh ed graphs, wg and wg’, 
is generally not a weighted graph. However, it is possible to compute an approximate 
weighted graph, w v wg’, which does not depend on the IW and CR intervals and 
which ranges across the result of the unification: 
(1) By decreasing CR, the unfolded trees of wgv wg’ are smaller than the 
unification of the unfolded trees of wg and wg’. 
(2) By increasing CR, the unfolded trees of wgv wg’ are greater than the 
unification of the unfolded trees of wg and wg’. 
This weighted graph, written wg v wg’, is a good approximation of the unification 
of wg and wg’. That is the meaning of the following theorem, and the next pages 
will prove that. The definition and the interpretation of weighted graphs are a 
generalisation of the directed graphs. The proof of the unification algorithm is also 
a generalisation of the directed graph algorithm. 
Let [Min, Max] be an interval of 2 and a, 6 two natural integers. 
[Min+ a, Max - E] is denoted by [Min, Max](,++ and [Min - a, Max + b] by 
[ Min, Max]t(lc+bj; that is, the interval whose size has been added or reduced by 
constants on both sides. In the same way, this operation will be appiied also to 
infinite intervals, for example: 
1-00, Max](,,,bJ = ]-a, Max - b] or Z~o~cbJ =2&c+ = 2. 
These intervals are said to be a restriction or an extension of an interval, and are 
denoted I 5 I’ (I is a restriction of I’) or I 2 I’ (I is an extension of I’). 
Let wg and wg’ be two unifiable finite weighted graphs, then there exist 
two constants a and 6, such that the range of unification of wg and wg’ from IW in 
CR is obtained by the interpretation of wg v wg’ from IW in (IW n CR)(,,,,,, nnd in 
(IWu CR)(ac+h): 
where S = 4;LF(wg) v 9&I(wg’) and 
erties, because after re 
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solution does not depend on the interpretation intervals. ithin logic programming, 
this will give important consequences for characterising afinite sequence of recursive 
rewritings. 
Let IW and CR be two intervals sharing at least (a + b) elements, 
then wg and wg’ are unifiable from IW in CR iff they are unifiable from Z in 2. 
From Proposition 2.3. I, it is obvious that if two weighted graphs are unifiable 
from Z in Z, they are unifiable from and in any intervals of Z. This corollary gives 
the reverse implication, that is, two weighted graphs are unifiable from Z and in Z 
if there exist two finite intervals, IW and CR, sharing (a -I- b) elements where they 
are unifiable. 
A consequence will be the decidability of the uniform termination of one global 
rewriting rule. 
.27. If IW and CR are equal to 2, the weighted graph uni#cation is 
intern&l, that is, the result is another weighted graph :
A consequence will be that the most general fixpoints of global rewriting rules 
are weighted graphs. 
For proving Theorem 2.25, a unification algorithm of weighted graphs will be 
described. As in the directed graph algorithm, three main cases will be analysed 
that will correspond to one step of the unification algorithm: 
the weighted graphs to unify share the same root node (Lemma 2.30); 
the root nodes of the weighted graphs are different, but at least one of them is 
labelled by a variable (Lemmas 2.32, 2.33); 
the root nodes of the weighted graphs are different and labelled by function 
symbols (Lemmas 2.32, 2.34). 
The weighted graphs can be supposed to share the same weighted structure. 
This means ‘that they are similar, except for the weighted roots. 
The semantic of period obliges the weighted graphs to share the 
function. Moreover, it is easy to joint their sets of nodes and the associat 
named Lab and Succ. Cl 
So, let us define wg = G/(Root, WR) and Wg’ = 
(X, Lab, Succ, Period). 
Let wg and wg’ be two weig hs an 
172 I? Devieme 
= . 
= 
9 
whose root nodes c; I?? 
e whose Suce jun 
vx E x, Succ’(x, i) = 
{ 
SU@C(X, i) = (x’, w-) ifx’ f Root’, 
oot, w+wj?-wk if Succ(x, i) = f 
ot’, has been replaced by the node, 
wft). Let us denote new-wg and ne 
with a correction of the 
’ as the weighted graphs 
new-wg = oat, wR) and new-wg’= G’/(Root’, wk). 
en, the f~~~ow~ng inequation is satisjed : 
) and IW,,, 2 (I 
, -, 
at 4 P. Devienne 
(1) There exists no ik such that Desc&( Root, WR + k), il . . . ik) = ( 
Then the descendant function is unchanged on the path 
= v( %&(new-wg))( wn). 
ik such that Desc,,( (Root, WR + k), i, , . . . , ik) = (Root’, w). 
nt function has been changed in this path 
Desc&(( Root, WR * k), m) = Des&( ( oot, w+ WR - w’,), ik+l. . . 1,). 
ia) Md3qgMm) = a(~&i"+w'))ik+l . l . i,l), 
(b) a( %&(new-wg))( m) = a( %&“$new-wg))( ik+, . . . i, ). 
However, the induction y~~th~sis can be applied because w - wk E IW: 
a(%~,“+wg’))(i,,, , . . . , in) = a(%,“,“R(new-w 
Using equations (a) and (b) and the induction hypothesis, 
@&iwg))im) = a( QQnew-wg))( m). 
Similarly, for wg’ and new-wg’: a( ql&(wg’))( m) = cr(%&(new-wg’))(m). However, 
the hypothesis was that all the counter values of Root’ (root node of wg’) belong 
to IW,,,,+!w,I, l Hence, it is possible to increase IW or to reduce CR.: 
CR,, 5 (IWnCR) and IW&(IWuCR). Cl 
Weighted graphs, wg and wg’, have different root nodes and the node 
of wg’ is ladelled by a variable, V: 
(1) If V is periodic, weighted graph wg must be acyclic, otherwise the unifier does 
not exist. 
(2) Let new-wg be the weighted graph, wg, whose every period is replaced by the 
highest common factor of this period and ( wR - w’,): 
9 kwky,(new-wg) s 9Lz(wg) v J$T(wg’) s 4LISup(new-wg) 
where CR,,,c(IWnCR) and Cl&,1(IWwCR). 
f. If variable V is periodic, Lemma 2.30 is applicable because there exists 
sub 5 (IW n CR) such that 
where wg, has e same root as wg, but the root weight is WR + Period( V). Hence, 
2.30, there exist Ck,,, and CR,, such that: let new-wg be the 
weighted graph, wg, all of whose periods are replaced by the highest common factor 
i WR -w’,): 
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Moreover, weighted graph wg can be ?Tsumed to have no occurrences of variable 
V (Lemma 2.32). The unfolding of new-wg is complete on C uP and the peliodicity 
of variable V is verified in the unfoldin 
9 1w CR,,, (new-wg) v J$~~Jwg’) = 9$Jnew-wg). 
This means that this inequation is satisfied: 
where CR”,,-(IWnC ) and CR,,?(IWwCR). 0 
. Weighted graphs wg and wg’ have different root nodes, but these nodes 
are labelled by function symbols. 
(1) The label must be the same, otherwise the unijier does not exist. 
(2) The unijication of wg and wgt can cover the range of the unijcation of their 
sub-graphs in well chosen intervals of interpretation. 
roof. For a well chosen IW,,,, interval, the unification of wg and wg’ is equivalent 
to the unification of all the couples of their sub-graphs. It is the same for CR,,. 
Let us choose a = b=lw,I+IMfkI 
Iwsub =(IWnCR),,,,b, and CR,,=(IWUCR)+,~,. 
For these intervals, IW&, CR or IW, CR,,, finding the mgu of wg and wg’ is 
equivalent to finding the mgu of (wgi 3 Wgf)(Osisaricy) l Cl 
Using these lemmas, a unification algorithm can be presented in the ,form of a 
generalisation of the directed graph algorithm of [ 151. Let us denote the highest 
common factor as hcf. This algorithm is composed of two steps; the first is the 
application of the unification procedure, and the second, easy to define, is the finite 
weighted graph-check, that is, occur-check. 
ation ((Root, wR j, (Root’, wk)); 
en % wg must be acyclic % 
V VE wg, Period( V) := hcf(Period( 
the variable V’ 
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else 
if (Root is labelled by the variable V) 
t % replace the arrows going to Root % 
Vx, if Succ(x, i) = (Root, w) then Succ(x, i) := ( oot’, w+ ,o’R - WR) 
if Period( V) # 0 
t % wg’ must be acyclic % 
V’ E wg’, Period( V’) := hcf( Period( V), 
dse 
oot and Root’ are labelled by the same function) 
n % replace the arrows going to Root’ % 
Yx, if Succ( x, i) = (Root’, W’) 
i) := (Root, w’+ bpH - wl,) 
% Succ( Root, i) = (Xi, W?i) and Succ( Root’, i) = (xi, w f )“/o 
Unification ((Xi, Wi + WR), (Xi, Wi + I&)); 
done 
else Fail-The unifier does not exist. end. 
Proof of Theorem 2.6. 
wg v wg’, such that: 
The unification algorithm computes a weighted graph, denoted 
9 k%;(wg v wg’) s @F(wg) v %%g(wg’) s 9g;;(wg v wg’) 
where IW,,b, CR,, 5 (IWn CR) and IWsup, CR,, 2 (IWn CR). Moreover, it is 
easy to understand that if 
then 
&F(wg) v s;:(wg’) s @&&(wg v wg’) 
&l(wg) v &F(wg’) s &kJwg v wg’). 
In a similar way, there exists CR&, such that if 
Let us define (Root”, w”) as the weighted root of wg v wg’ and for simplicity let 
us suppose that IW,,, = [a, 61. If all the indices of the special variable of Root” 
belong to [a + w’, b + w”], then the interpretation of wg v wg’ on IW and CR,, can 
o three independent parts: 
; 
variables. 
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Wer:ce , the conc!usion is that this algorithm computes a weighted graph, wg v wg’, 
such that 
where CR&(IWnCR) and CR,,?(IWuCR). 
The occur-check must be verified. However, some unfolded results of wg v wg’ 
from CR,, or CR,,, are infinite iff wg v wg’ is not a finite weighted graph. The 
unification is possible iff the algorithm computes a finite weighted graph. q 
emark 2.35 ( Weighted graph and directed graph algorithms). The weighted graph 
unification algorithm is the same as the directed graph one, except for the computa- 
tion of weights and periods which has been added. The termination of this unification 
algorithm is verified as in the directed graph algorithm, that is, at each procedure 
call one node disappears. 
Corollary 2.36. Let wg and wg’ be two weighted graphs and wg v wg’ be their unifier, 
and let us define g, g’ and d(wg v wg’) as the directed graphs obtained from wg, wg’ 
and wg v wg’ by removing the weights and periods: 
wg v wg’ exists =+ g v g’ exists and is equal to d(wg v wg’). 
roof. Weighted graph unification is a generalisation of directed graph unification. 
Moreover, if the weights and the periods are removed in weighted graphs wg, wg’ 
and wg v wg’, then the result corresponds to directed graph unification. 0 
le 2.37. Let us compute the unification shown in Fig. 20. This unification 
will characterise the behaviour of the following rule: 
game(P, P’, PoMoR)+game(P’, P, R) 
which expresses a chess game between players P and P’: 
(1) The first argument is the name of the layer who has to play. 
(2) The second argument is the name of the player who will 
next turn. 
have to play at the 
(3) The third argument is the list of the name of the players 
PoIt@P’oM,oPo 
and their moves: 
Fig. 20. 
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The first weighte graph is the left term of this rule with a null root weight. and 
the second one is the right term of this rule with a root weight of - l IA m apply 
the unification algorithm: 
(1) The root nodes are Bsbelled by the same function sy d the unification 
of these weig graphs is obtained by the unification of their sub-graphs: 
(2) Unification of the first weighted graphs P” and P’-‘. Node P’ is rep!aced by 
node P with a correction of +l: 
r-l +* 0 
-P. 
The unification becomes as shown in Fig. 21. 
V 
4-l 
p/J-, 
R 
3g. 21. 
(3) Unification of the second sub-graphs P’ and P-‘. These weighted graphs 
share the same root node. Period 2 is put on variab!e P: 
P’ v P’_’ =p’:2=p’-‘:2. 
The unification is shown in Fig. 22. 
to 
P:2 
/Je\ 
+l 0 
V 
/A 
I?:2 
M/oL 
R 
Fig. 22. 
(4) Unification of the third sub-graphs (Fig. 23). Node R is replaced by node o 
with a correction of +l. The unification becomes as shown in Fig. 24. 
n is now finished and one of these weighted graphs can be chosen 
ate weighted graph, for instance, the one shown in Fig. 25. 
h characterises the 
1?9 
o” 
\ 
M 
/O\ 
R 
Fig. 23. 
R-’ 
+1 
M 
Fig. 24. 
Fig. 25. 
The periodicity of the first and second arguments is expressed by the period of P 
and the third argument is characterised by the third sub-graph, already used for 
introducing the period notion (cf. Section 2.1.2). 
Because the definition, interpretation and unification algorithm are generalisations 
of the directed graphs, the equation is still true within the directed graphs if the 
weights and the periods are removed in the unification equation. 
uations, aigor w-ties 
3.1. Introduction 
Generally, the idempotent most ge 
straints of unification [ 141. A more gen 
I? Devienne 
duced in [3] express this feehng which is 
programs. 
3.2. 
A system of equations is said to substitution, 
ich makes t and 1’ uations, rt = t’, of the system. 
ey have the same grounding 
cllhctiimfi~~~~ “U_“..lrU 1 
equation [ 3). 
is a system of equations in which every term which 
also occurs as the left-hand side of an 
r instance, (X 
systems of equations. 
X=f(Y),f(h(Z))=X, f(Y)=f(h(Z))} are endless 
itio A system of equations 
its equations ire distinct 
is said to be reduced if the left-hand sides of 
varia les, and it contains no endless sub-system [3]. 
))} and {X=f( Y), f( Y)=f(h( ))} are not reduced; 
nt reduced form is (X = f( Y), Y = h(X)}. 
syste is said to be acircular iff it has no sub-system where every 
ccurs as the rig and side of an equation also occurs as the 
deft-hand side of any equation. 
The above reduce is circular. If the second occurrence of X was replaced 
e system ~vould become acircular: {X =f( Y), Y = h( 2)). 
reduced system of equations verifies the occur-check iffit is acircular. 
nce of equalities between variables because the 
ess s 
be a system of equations and rs be a reduced system. 
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Then we will denote: 
depth(X) = 0 when is a variable, 
depth(X) = 1 when is a constant, 
depth (./IL~~, I,)) = 1+ max(depth( ti)), 
size(X) = 1 when X is a variable or a constant, 
size(f(t, , . . . , I,)) = 1-C C size( ti), 
do~nrain(rs) is the set of variables oeeurrin on the left-ha side of rs. 
orithm (~~lmerauer [3]B 
ion algorithm is a non~deterministic series of six types of trans- 
formations: 
(1) f(t,,. .., t”)=f(ti ,..., 1;): replace by t 3 equations t, = ti , . . . , t, = tk ; 
(2) f(t I,. . . , t,) = g( t:, . . . , tk): hatt with 
(3) U = U: delete the equation; 
(4) t = U (t si Var): replace by the equation U = t; 
(5) U = V ( V E Var, V f U): if there are other occurrences of U, replace U 
in evec- other equation; 
(6) U = r, U = t’, (t, 8% Var): reptace ( U = r’) by (t = t’) if depth(t) =z depth(t’). 
Within the finite trees, the occur-check must be verified, that is, the system is acircular: 
m4=t,L., (Ur( = fk) where V2- 1 = ‘sk, UjEvar(Q and U,Evar(tk). 
3.6. In the al[goriti:m in [21] which defines the most general unifier of a 
system, the last two transformations are replaced by the following: 
U = T where t is different from U 
if U appears in Z, then halt with failure (occur-check), 
otherwise, replace U by t in every other equation. 
Hence, in the usual algorithm, no variables may occur on both the right- and 
left-hand sides of the solving system of equations. In this case, the size of the solved 
system is much more important, and contains many redundancies. 
core 3. The reduc:lion algorithm applied to a set of equations, E, will return an 
equivalent set of equa!ions in a reduced form if and only if E is solvable. 
failure otherwise. 
set of natural integers: 
Using this function, mination of the algorit 
ISi, P. Devienne 
It is easy to verify t e correctness. None of the transformations affect the grounding 
solutions of the system and i nsformation (2) genera 
ere t and t’ are not uni 
after the first stage without failure is circular, 
of its idempotent 
. mpotent -most general 
through a function, called ~e~~ese~t~t~~e: 
ted system can be defined 
A most generial unijier of the reduced system, rs, is { U +- repr( U) 1 V U E domain(r 
3.3. Congruent systems 
This notion is an alternative for expressing the equalities of variables by an explicit 
congruence in Var. 
A congruent system is a congruence, 3, and a set, CE, of congruent 
equations, ( t = t’), where t and t’ belong to M(F, Var/M). 
. Any system of equations can be seen as a congruent system of equations 
whose congruence is empty. 
Let s be the kG:owin~ system: s = (X = f ( Y), X ;: Z, i’ - ‘li’i, wikh 
expressed in a congruent form 
rcs = {{X, Z} = f({ Y, W))) with 9 = {{X, Z}, {U, T}}. 
Similarly, the notions of endless congruent system and congruent reduced system can 
e easily defined if the notion of term is replaced by the notion of congruent term. 
n endless congruent system is a congruent system in which every 
which occurs as the right-hand side of an equation also occurs as 
e of any equation. 
CO rwtii system is sa 
se ations are 
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there is no equation, C = C’, where C and C’ are congruences, 
it contains no en less congruent sub-system. 
w =f( w, x =f(wwl and {X = f( Y), f( Y) = f(h( ))} are not reduced; 
however, an equivalent reduced form is { = f(y), y=/,(X)). 
. A reduced congruent system is said to be acircular iff it has no 
sub-system where every class of congruence which occurs as the right-hand side of 
an equation also occurs as the left-hand side of any equation. 
nitio 5. Let rcsl and rcs2 be two congruent systems of which congruences 
are denoted !N, and !Itz, then rcsl u rcs2 is the congruent system obtained by transitive 
closure of ?X 1 u ?B2 and union of the equations of rcs, and rcsz. 
Within the congruent systems, the reduction algorithm can be easily translated. 
Reduction congruent algorithm 
The reduction algorithm of a congruent system, rcs, is quite similar: 
(1) f(tl,. . ., t,,)=f(ti,. . . , tk): replace by equations t, = ti,. . . , 1, = t;, 
(2) f( t,, . . . , t,) = g( t: 3 . . . , t;): halt with failure, 
(3) t = C: replace by the equation C = E, 
(4) C = C’: delete the equation and merge C and C’ {C, C’+ C u C’}, 
(5) C = t, C = t’: replace (C z- :‘) by (t = t’) if depth(t) s depth( t’). 
7. The reduction congruent algorithm applied tti a set of congruent 
equations, E, will return an equiz&ent set of congruent equations in a reduced congruent 
form if and only if E is solvable. It will return failure otherwise. 
The usual notion of eliminable variables of a system of equations depends on its 
chosen reduced form. For example, U is the eliminable variable of (U = V), but 
not of ( V= U). However, there is no ambiguity in the system, ( U = V, e 
will use the notions of eliminable and possibly free variables. 
A class of reduced congruent syste 
tion where it occurs on the left-han 
e variable, Lf, is said to be 
if its class is substituted: eli 
ee if its class is free: 
1c:4 P. Devienne 
h eliminable va able is substituted in any idempotent most gene 
a possibly free variable is free in some of them. Obviously, in this d 
hat is, two equivalent variables (in %,,,) ha 
of a variable is the same in any reduced c 
ivalent reduced congruent systems have the same eliminable 
e same possibly free variables: 
rcs 1 = t-cs2 =+ eliminable(rcs,) = eliminable(rcs2), p ee(rcs,) = pfree( c+). 
Two equivalent reduced congruent systems also have the same fully free variables. 
Let rcs, and rcs2 be two reduced congruent systems, and rcs be the 
congruent system of their union, then: 
( 1) eliminable( rcs) 1 eliminable( rcsI) v eliminable( rcs?); 
(2) pfree( rcs) c pfree( rcsI) u pfree( rcs2). 
rQ~o~itio~ 3.21. Let rcsl and rcs2 be two reduced congruent systems having no 
common eliminable variables, and rcs be the reduced congruent system of their union, 
then rcs = rcs 1 u rcs2 ; that is, obtained by transitive closure of! their congruences and 
union of their congruent equations. 
Any reduced congruent system is solvable and its idempotent most general unifier 
can be defined through the function, representative. Let us denote by C the canonical 
element of the class C of congruence, 
rePu(tl9 l l l , tn)) =.fhPrOA . . . , repr(t,h 
repr( C) = 
repr( t) if 3( C = t) e rcs, 
C otherwise. 
A most general unifier of the reduced congruent system, rcs, is 
{ U + repr( U) 1 VU fz vars(rcs), U # repr( U)}. 
The following functions have to be translated in the reduced congruent system 
context. Let t be a congruent tree and rcs be a reduced congruent system, then 
fsize( t) = number of function occurrences, 
fsm(r4 = C+_,,,fsizit); 
ta)) = 1+ max(depth( ti)); 
les of the congruence, !RTcS; 
er of free varia 
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3.4. nimal systems 
In some cases, it is import-, cy - -n+ +n a=xpress the constraints between the variables as 
clearly as possible. ortest expression. 
itio A reduced congruent system, rcs, is said to be a minimal system if 
for all equivalkt reduced congruent systems, rcs’, fsize(rcs’) are greater or equal 
than fsize( rcs): 
Vrcs’ = rcs, fsize(rcs’) 2 fsize(rcs). 
The viewpoint is quite opposite to the usual idempotent most general unifier. 
Let rcs, be the following reduced congruent system: 
Hence, its minimal form is {{ U, V, Y} = a, {X, 2) = b( { ?J, V, Y}, ( U, V, Y})}. 
Let --es2 be a circular reduced system, {C = a( a(C))} where C is a class of 
congruence, then its minimal form is {C = a(C)}. 
The minimal form corresponds to the shortest expression (fsize), but also to the 
most complete congruence (%), that is, all the constraints of equality between the 
variables are explicit in the minimal system. 
Moreover, the minimal form can be used as the normal form of a solvabk system 
and complexity measure. 
Each solvable system of equations has one and only one minimal form. 
Two solvable systems of equntions are equivalent iff they share the same minimal form. 
a 3. . Let E bz a soktizble system and ms be its minimai$om, ihenj%ize(ms j 6 
fsize( E). 
of. ny solvable system, E, has a reduced form, rs, such that fsize 
This is a consequence of the reduction algorithm of Colmerauer. 
easy to see that there is a reduced congruent form of rs which has 
value, that is, 
VE, 3rcs= E, fsize(rcs) s fsize( E). Cl 
. Let rs be a re 
ned from the equa 
and transitive closure of U %,, 
ex 
ence of a reduced system ex es 
Devienne 
. Let 0 be i~empotent most geroeral unifier of u minimal syste 
If ?I n tz has the same fske as t II and t2, then terms t1 and tz are equal, 
except for some classes occurring in them. 
Thus, there is an im iate contradiction. e variables occurring in these 
erent classes must be y the same tree in the mgu, and must, therefore, 
be equivalent, that is, belo ame class of congruence. 
If tl A t2 does not have fsize as those of tl and t2, then this fsize 
must be smaller than at lea ze of one of the two terms. oreover, it is 
easy to see that we may su and t2 by t, A t2 in the equations of ms, and 
S-J. e new systems are e ivalent to the systems, ms, 
of at least one s rictly decreased. Hence, in 
. ny solvable system, E, in addition to 
and ms2, but the fsize 
this case, there is also 
dim(rcs), the following 
are well defined and can be used as complexity measures: 
ize ) is the fsize of its minimal form, 
max is the congruence of its minimal form. 
E2 be two solvable systems of equations, let us suppose 
xllax( E. d Ed = %a,( 
f_fsize,i,( El) + fsize,i,( Ez). 
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An acircu!ar educed congruent y.wt*m, rcs, is minimal ifffor any pair 
ngruen: equations of rcs, (C, = t,) and (C, = tz), the terms, t, and t2, are different 
occurs in the other 0 
(=+): Any reduced congruent system verifies the given property about the 
herwise, it would be easy to build an equivalent 
would be smaller by replaci this subterm by a 
ruent system which verifies the iven condition 
d ms be the minimal form of rcs. 
et tl and tz be two ter 
verify the condition expressed in the theorem, then terms tt and t2 w 
ly different, denoted t, f s t2. 
be a variable, (C,,, = t,,,) be an equation of rcs, an ms - tmh) be an 
equation of ms such that U belongs to two classes, C,,, and C,,. If these equations 
are different, then either the classes are different or the congruent erms are different. 
(I) If the classes are different, then because of the minimal hypothesis, Crcs must 
be a subset of CmS and thus there exists at least one other congruent equation, 
( CL, = &), such that C:,, is also a subset of C,,. 
(2) If the congruent terms are different, that is, there exists a path, Tut, such that 
t,,,J m and t,,/ m are different. 
(a) If these both sub-terms are classes, then there exist two equations, (Cl,,, = tlrcs) 
and ( CzrcS = tzrcs), such that C; and C- 2~ clrhcetc of the same c!ais of ms. -A -a - “UYUIIY 
(b) If only one of these sub-terms is a class, then 
equations, (C:,, = tic,) and f CL, = tk,), such that 
variables. 
y recursive applications of that an 
reasoning generates a contradiction. 
inimal algorithm 
This algorithm is based on a non-deterministic 
formations: 
there exist two other different 
CrcS and Cm, have common 
the acircular hypothesis, this 
series of two ty 
(1) (C, = t,), ( C2 = t,): delete ( Cz = tJ and merg 
(2) (C, = t,), (Cz= tz> (t* ccurs in t&z re 
rcs, returns an equivalent set of co~g~ent equations i 
P. Devienne 
rithm computes the minimal form of an acircular reduced 
it can be applied on the circular 
s whose fsize is 
form of any so 
csa@rcs2 is a at 
er to show some inva~a~t 
e recursive go 
the resolution and, in 
s the orthogonal system. 
m and E2, are said to be 
ecti~fe~y equivalent 
(ano equivalent to 
E,IE, if 3rs, = a T 3rs2 = & 9 rsI w rs2 is reduced. 
intuitively, two systems are orthogonal if their union does not produce new 
information, that is, all the information has already been ex licitly written in one 
Pf the systems of equations, E, and Ezs are solvable and do not 
e, then they are obviously orthogonal. 
congruent systems, rcs, an s2, are orthogonal i$ the 
rcs, of their union exists and 
eli * able(rcs) = eliminabEe( rcs, ) u eliminable( rcs2). 
e definitions of orthogonal systems, possibly free and elimin- 
two systems are orthogonal, a simpler unification algorit m can be used on 
reduced congruent formz and not on their reduced forms because of the 
ambiguity between (U = ) and ( V = U). The unification of two orthogonal reduced 
congruent syste can be obtained by selection of one congruent 
deletion of the r equation for any variable which occurs in two di 
reduced congruent systems, then 
uted by successive applications of 
tz) E rcs2, C, n elete 
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Some variants of this afgorithm can be introduced in relation to the choice of the 
deleted equation, for ex pie, the deepest one. owever, although rcsl an 
are minimal, the obtain ystem is generally not 
e unification algorithm of orthogonal systems of equations is very simple. 
the two following operations are based on the choice of the equations of the first 
gruent system. 
Let rcsl and rcs2 be two re ruent systems of equations. 
rcsl @rcs2 is a reduced congruent system c m the “union” of the con- 
gruent equations of rcsl and rcs2 and a series of the following transfo~ations: 
(1) (C,=t,)ErcsI,(C2= t2) E rcs2, C, n C2 # 8: delete rile second equation an 
merge C, and C2 everywhere. 
rcs t I rcs2 * rcs2 w rcs i = rcs 1 0 rcs2 = rcs2 0 rcs l . 
From the previous theorem, an important consequence is also the following. 
Let ms, and ms2 6e two minimal systems and ms be a minimal form 
of ms, v ms2. I,f ms, and ms2 are not orthogonal, then the following properties are 
always satisfied: 
(1) fsize(ms) <fsize(ms,) +fsize(ms2), 
(2) eliminable(ms) 2 eliminable(ms,) u eliminable(ms2). 
This shows that if some new information is produced from the union of msl and 
msz, then at least one redundancy appears in this union. ence, the increase of the 
domain (or the decrease of the number of free variables) is closely linked with the 
decrease of function symbol occurrences v 
This section shows the link between weighted graphs and global rewriting rules. 
They are called global rewriting rules, because the whole ter 
rewritten with respect to them. These rules are 
in term rewriting systems. L and R are finite trees. 
L+ R, used also in Prolog II [2]. 
term, 7” is said to be globally rew 
9 if there exists a substitution, 9, su 
n!?o P. Devienne 
The expressions reduced term and reduction are usually used 
notion, but these terms insinuate that the rewritten term is, for exa 
simpler than the first one within a undefined measure of co 
measure general y cannot exist because any Turing machine 
the rewriting of one ground term by one rule. 
Another definition could be gk6al rewriting with instant&z n, that is, a term, T, 
could be globally rewritten with instantiation to another te T’, with respect to 
) were globally rewritten to T with respect to L+ where a is the 
nifier of T and L. In term rewriting syste s, this notion, rewriting 
with instantiation, has no meaning because the rewritten terms are ground. 
Obviously, term T and the L + R rule are assumed to share no variables. 
st general sequence of global rewritings using one rule 
sitio Tne most general sequence, S,,, of n global rewritings with respect o 
L + R is charctiterised by the most general solution of the following system: ( Li = 
Ri_, IVi E [2, n]), where Li (resp. Ri_1) is the term, L (resp. R), whose variables have 
been indexed by i (resp. i - 1). 
roof. The variables of L-, R have a local meaning which means that the variables 
must be renamed before applying the rule. At the ith global rewriting, rule Li + Ri 
is applied. @ 
.3. rcs, is a congruent form of { Li = Ri-11 Vi E [2, n]}. Let (pn be its most 
general unifier, then we will denote 
S, = {(I, &), (2, S’,), (n, SD, Cm + 1, X+91 
where ViE[I, n], Si= on(Li) and V&[2, n+l], SL=on(Ri_l) implies 
A rule is said to be loop-generating if it has a most general infinite 
sequence of global rewritings. In other words, L + R is loop-generating iff it generates 
infinity of rewritings for some goals. 
The most general fixpoint of a global rule is the most general term which is 
rewritten to an equivalent term by this rule. 
le rl : f (X, a) + f (b, X) is not !oop-generating, because its longest 
al rewritings is 
f(aA r' *f(b) r' + f(b,b). 
)+f( 
) 
( r2)*” 
3 f( 
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n times is equivalent o applying Sl, + SE+’ once, 
that is, L + R can generate n rewritings for term T if and Sk are unifiable. 
Consider rule r : f( j, St, is equal to f( Y) and Sz+’ 
is equal to either f(X, Y) if N is even, or f ( Y, X) if n is odd. Thus, applying rule 
r (2~) times is equivalent to applying f(X, Y) -) f (X, once and applying rule r 
(2p + 1) times is equivalent to applying .f(X, Y) + f( 
4.2. Weighted graph and global rewriting rule 
The following theorem gives a fundamental justification of this new syntactic 
object. 
L.et L + R be a global rewriting rule. Let us denote L” and 
weighted graphs built from L and R by putting null weights on the arrows, no period 
and a root weight equal to 0 or -1, then S,, = 9[!$;‘]( L”) v .9~$;“( R-‘). 
roof. For all i of [I, n], Lj is the unfolding of L” from the input weight, i, and in 
[l, n]. Similarly, for all i of [2, n + II9 Ri_, is the unfolded result of R-’ from the 
input weight, i, and in [l, n]. 
ViE[l,n], Li=% il,,,](L”) and Vi E [2, n + 11, Ri_1 = ou;‘l,,I]( R ‘). 
Thus, the following unification characterises the most general sequence of n global 
rewritings: 
.9. Let the chess game rule be 
game(P, P’, P-M- R)+game(P’, P, R). 
The first argument is the name of the player who has to play, the second is the 
name of the player who will have to play at the next turn, and third is the list of 
the name of the players and their moves (Fig. 26). 
P 4-l 
Lo and R-1 _, game 
P P' 0 
p+-L 
P 0 
\ 
Fig. 26. 
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. Let L-+ be a rule. 7len there exists a constant, no, sue 
can generate a sequeme of no rewritings then thefinite weighted graph, Lo v 
there are four n aural integers, aI, a2, b, and b2, such that 
within logic programming for a 
The finite weighted graph of the chess game rule has already been computed (see 
icity of the first and second arguments is expressed by the period 
rgument is characterised by the third sub-graph that introduces 
otion (cf. Section 2.1.2~. 
J 
M 
Fig. 27. 
The unfolding of this weighted graph, from k and in [0, n], is the kth term of 
the most general sequence of n global rewritings, that is, the state of the chess game 
of n moves after the first (k - 1) moves. 
f the terms, L and R, are not unfiable within the directed graphs, 
’ and R-’ are not unifiable within the weighted graphs. Unifiability (without 
L and R is a necessary condition for the existence of the weighted 
graph, Lo v R -I. 
e rule, put(milk) :-put(coffee), has no characteristic weighted 
graph, because put{ ilk) and put(coffee) are not unifiable. 
.3. k#nite sequence oj global rewritings and most general &point 
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y application of Theorem 2.25. 0 
If its weighted graph does not exist, the length of the longest 
sequence of global rewritings is less than or equal to 2” where n is the number of 
variables of the rule, e.g. 
f(f(* * l f(f(g, WJ) l l l 9 w, Jo + f(X,f( l *. f(v,.f(u,h))...)). 
This whole study is based on unification with occur-check, tit a similar theorem 
can be easily proven within unification without occur-check. 
A rule L + R, can generate a non-bounded sequence of global rewritings 
without occur-check &+J L. and R are unijiable. 
(1) If L and R are unifiable, it is obvious that L v R is a fixpoint of this rule, 
which means that it can be globally rewritten infinitely using rule L+ R. 
(2) If there is an infinite sequence of global rewritings, then (ST) is an infinite 
increasing sequence and its limit, Sz, is the most general fixpoint of the rule. This 
means that: 
(a) there exists a substitution, 8, such that O(L) = Sz, 
(b) 8(R) and 8(L) are equivalent (that is, equal to using renaming). 
Let us consider a grounding substitution, p, which instantiates all the variables with 
the same constant, then 
p(NL)) = p( e( R)) + L and R are unifiable without occur-check. 
This unifier, p( t?( L)), is generally infinite, so the unifier exists without occur- 
check. Cl 
The most generaljixpoint of a !o -generating rule, L -+ R, is expressed 
by the unfol&ed result of its weighted graph from any input weight without control 
(CR= 2): 
Most generalfixpoint of L-, R = %s( Lo v R-‘). 
. The most general fixpoint of the rule is the most general tree w 
rewritten in an equivalent form by the rule. Thus, Sz is the most gener 
of the rule iff it expresses the most general bi-infinite sequence of global rewritings: 
. . . e_(,+,,(s:) -L e_,(s:) . . . e,(sE) A l l l -L e,( 
where are ren 0 
W 
.= 
1 
1% P. Devienne 
lPle ost general fixpoint of the rule, Chess game, is the unfolding 
of the weighted graph, that is, the most general infinite chess gam 
can see in this e ple that the generalisation of the directed g 
weights and peri is necessary ‘or expressing the most general 
rule. Moreover, t eneralisation has been proven sufficient. 
PO 
Fig. 28. 
Hence, this new object is well adapted to the understanding of the basic recursivity. 
For any loop-generating rule, the depth of terms S!, is bounded iff its 
weighted graph has no positive basic loop. For any loop-generating rule, the depth of 
terms Si+’ is bounded iff its weighted graph has no negative basic 130~. 
. The depth of terms Sf, is bounded iff their limit, Sl, does not exist or is 
finite. In the first case, the weighted graph does not exist, and, moreover, S:, Is 
finite iff the weighted graph of rule has no positive basic loop: 
(I) S:, is finite iff for any k, St, is also finite: 
(a) if S:, is finite, after k global rewritings, the term, &, is also finite because 
of unification with occur-check; 
(b) S:, is the most general tree which can be globally rewritten infinitely by the 
rule, but St,, can also be globally rewritten infinitely. Thus, Sl., s SzX. This means 
that if StLV is finite, then Sl,- is also finite. 
(2) There exists k such that St, is infinite iff the weighted graph of rule contains 
positive basic loops. By applic&on of Theorem 2.14, there exists k such that St, is 
infin;te iff there is an input weight k such that %[R,Uh( Lo v R-l) is infinite. It is easy 
to verify the equivalence to the existence of positive basic ioops in the weighted 
graph of the rule. 
Similarly, by reversing t e, the limit of terms, Sl”, is the smallest tree which 
oreover, the weighted gra 
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4.4. Finite sequence of global rewritings 
The range of this sequence using a weighted graph interpreted from two counter 
range intervals defined from Theorem .I0 expresses the side effects of the rule. 
1. Finite sequence =$nite weighted graph + side eficts 
There are side effects even within this particular use of the weighted 
graph. There’ exist rules for which there is no weighted graph wg such that 
Vn sufficiently great, S, 3 J$$J(wg) 
where a, b are constants belonging to 2. 
The most general sequence of n global rewritings of f( U, U) + 
f( V, W) is 
fW*, W~fW, e/z+ - l -~fCu,,, V,)I*fWn, W”). 
A more complex example is f( W, U. g( V, g( W, X)), Y) +f( VI, W, X, g( U, Y)). All 
the variables appear in both parts of this rule, and the side effects appear in all the 
terms of the sequence. 
Conjecture . If the terms of the rule are linear, there exists a weighted graph, 
wg, such that 
Vn sufficiently great, S, 2 $ra,“+hj(wg) 
where a and b are constants belonging to 2. 
The last remark shows that the semantic power of a weighted graph is not enough 
for expressing precisely a finite sequence of global rewritings. There are side effects 
whose size is known and bounded. The princip. W 1~of the next proofs is based on the 
fact that information about these side effects can be computed finitely. 
4.4.2. Finite sequence and congruent system through weighted graphs 
The set of symbols of variables, EV (eliminable variables), is the 
set of symbols occurring in Lo or R-‘, which have been substitute by a funaim 
siiabol in the unification of Lo and PC-‘. 
In the weig 
because R has been substituted by the function s 
exist two natural integers, 
1% P. Devienne 
Using Theorem 4.10, comparing Li, Ri+, and %[l+ol,n_b,l( L”v 
from the side effects, it is easy to see if any indexed 
substituted by a nction symbol in the weighted gr 
behaviour of any minable indexed variable in the con 
known except r the indices belonging to the side effects. Cl 
et t be a term built from d VarxZ. e will denote t+” t 
se indices are incremented by i, a relative integer: 
Similarly, let rcs be a congruent system of equations, then rcs+’ is the congruent 
system, rcs, in which all the indices of variables are incremented by i. 
The following theorem expresses that the recursivity of one global rewriting rule 
e characterised by an iterative transformation. 
.26. For any loop-generating rule, there exists a constant, no, such that form 
no, the congruent system, rcs,, can be iteratively expressed: 
Vn 2 no, rcs,,+, = a u (rcs,,)+’ = rcs, u d@+‘) 
where (Y and o are two constant congruent systems. 
is a congruent form of rcs, u (rcs,)+’ and 
3n,, Vn 3 n,, rcs,J(rcs,)“; 
that is, Vn 2 tt, , KS,,+, = rcs,O (rcs,)? 
rcs,, + I ={Li_Ri_lJVi~[2, n+l]} 
- = W .= I i_IIViE[2, n]}u(Li= Ri_l]ViE[3, n+l]} 
= rcs, u (rcs,)? 
There exists a constant, n, , such that for all n greater or equal than n,, the congruent 
systems, rcs, and (rcs, )’ ‘, are orthogonal. From Theorem 3.34, it is equivalent to 
shcy& !ilat 
3n,, Vn 2 n,, eliminable( rcs,,,) = 1‘ e rminable( rcs,) u eliminable( rcs,)*‘). 
inable variable appears in rcs,+, , then the 
index of this new 
there exists a consta 
than n, , rcs, md (rcs,, ) -’ ‘, are orthogonal. 113 
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. We may assume that there is no hole in the indices of an eliminable 
symbo!, that is 
icj, Vi, E eliminable( rcs,) * k E [i, j], V, E eliminable( rcs,). 
Obviously, this is true for all n greater than n2 = 2n, because of 
rcs24 f rcsn, u (rcs,,)? 
ad c) ore . (I) Let cy,, be equal to rcs,,O(rcsJ* then from the 
definition of the operation 0, and from Proposition 4124, it is easy to show that 
eliminable( a+) c Var x [ 1, Zs,]; that is, QI,,, expresses the left side effects in the most 
general sequence of n rewritings. It is also easy to see that the indices of the 
eliminable variables in cy,,, . are the lowest indices, and, therefore 
Vn 2 n2, eliminable( cy,J n eliminable( rcs,,)+‘) = 8, 
that is, CX,, and (rcs,)” are orthogonal. 
KS ,,2+l = a,,p (rcs,)+* (by definition) 
=3 rcs nz+2 = KS,,,+1 U (rCS,,+I)+’ E Cyn, U (KS,,)+’ U (rcs,z,+I)+’ L & 
If an? U (rcs,,+P is not congruent, the system, QI~~,+~ is less than cy,, . Thus, the 
sequence, (an) is decreasing, therefore, there exists a constant, n, from which this 
sequence is constant. Hence, for all n greater than n,: 
Vn 3 no, rcs,,+] = Q,,U (fCSn)+l. 
(2) Pn a similar way, there exists a constant, nb, such that 
Vn 2 n&, rcs,+, = rcs, u fJ’“+‘) 
where cr) is equal to (rcs,;,)~‘-‘~“‘O(rcsn~)~‘-n~+“. 
The congruent system, W, expresses the right side effects of the most general 
sequence of n rewritings, and its domain is included in Var x ]n - r,,, n]. Cl 
An equivalent form of the theorem is, 
rcs, = cy u cy -+l u 0 . l u (y’(“-“O-‘)y (r~snf,)+(n-rrO), 
rcs, = rcs,, u 0+(~0+‘) ” ~-l(~0+*)y . . . u wdn_ 
sequence of n recursive applications of this rule is ch 
system of equations: 
E, = {game( Pi, PI, 0( fi, 0( 
P. Devienne 
- game 
P/ I’, 
Fig. 29. 
where the congruence, sTcs,,, is composed of 
E 11, n],j =mod2 i}W{~;I’dkE[k, n-j, k =mod2 i+l}, 
viE[l, n], p!={PjlvjE[l, n],j =mod2 i}u(Pk]VkE[I, ?‘l], k =mod2 i-i-1). 
In this example, the constant no is equal to 1, that is, there are no side efIects: 
rcsl = 0, 
rcs2 = ff = (w)+~ = {fi, = o(P2, o(iG2, d,))} 
and J?, = {R,}, p2 = {Pi, P2}, i’i = {P, 9 Pi}, 
ICS ?Z+t = QI u (rcs,)+’ = rcs, u (o)+? 
This can be checked in the weighted graph of the rule shown in Fig. 30. 
iQ 
game 
i+++)$A 
P:2 -00 
Fig. 30. 
l f(aW, Vbf(K U). L t e us compute the congruent system of 
a( 02)l and tl = { w, 0, = {U, Y vz), 
rCS,={~=a(tii+l)]ViE[l,n--l]} 
and v,={V,},ViE[l, n - 11, iii = { Ui, v+*}, On = { Un). 
Thus, no is equal to zero, and 
u!= {v,=a(@} and v,={V,}, t?,={U,, V2}, 
0 +n = {V”_, = a( OJ} and V”_, = ( Vn._l}, On-1 = {U,,_., , Vn}. 
of the side effects is nearly zero, 
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Fig. 31. 
this case, this rule becomes completely constant, that is that all the terms of the 
sequence S, for M greater than 2M are equal to the tree shown in Fig. 32. 
Conjecture 4.33. Let A4 be the number of variables of the rule or the depth of the 
rule terms, then the constant no is less than or equal to 2”: 
A4 = Card(range( L) u range(R)) or sup(depth(l), depth(R)) + n,< 2”. 
Fig. 32. 
4.4.3. Behaviour of the jirst and last terms of a jnite sequence 
efinition 34. The lowest common multiple cf the periods of the weighted graph 
is said to be the period of this weighted graph. 
eore .35. The period of the rule is the period of its weighted graph and the growing 
branches of the terms S f, and S::’ ’ increase linearly. Let p be the pesiod of the weighted 
graph. 7Iere exists a function J linear or constant, such that 
Vm E Dom(S!), Vm’E Dom(S~“), Vn a.f(sup(lml, b’lh 
S!(m) = S:+‘(m) B S:+,(m) = S::;+‘(m). 
. The lengths of the growing branches in S!, and St+’ increase linearly. 
there exists a function, J; linear or constant, such 
m E Dom( lim( S!,)), n -'f(Iml), m E !A 
P. Devienne 
roof. Using Theorem 4.26, the term Si+rs, can be defined as the term S!., modific i 
by the new constraints, w*(“%J . l l u a?+‘=), knowing the 
straints, rcs,. us, an indexed variable of S!, will be substitut 
__-- f-unction sym ifl its in&x beiongs to the right side efiect ( 
symbol of variable belongs to EV. Therefore, the depth of the growing branches of 
least linearly by 1 before r,, new rewritings. 
can be defined as (Si+*)” modified by the new constraints, 
CYU”‘UC#! +‘se knowing the previous constraints, (rcs,)‘& Thus, a weak and lazy 
evaluation of this increase is: 
f(n) 2= (n - Glmax(l,,, da 
Moreover, we know (Theorem 2.1,4) that the depth of th weighted graph interpreta- 
tion is also bounded by a linear function of n; therefore, from Theorem 4.10, the 
depth of the terms of a finite sequence is bounded by a linear function. 
If the weighted graph is acyclic, the depth of the terms, Sf, and S:+*, is bounded; 
that is, function f is constant. q 
roof of Theorem 4.35. Let m, m’ and n be such that 
m E Dom(S;), m’E Dom( S:+‘), n ~f(sw(lml, Im’l)); 
then iZ the labels of the paths, m and m’, are function ~ymhols, it is true from 
proof of the previous lemma that 
the 
Vn, n’af(lml), S!,(m)c F + $(rn)E F, 
Wn, n’~f(lml), S:“(m) E F + S$+‘(m) e E 
oreover, (Si),,, and (SE”),,, are increasiilg sequences, that is, if S:(m) is a 
function symbol, for any n’ greater than n, S!,(m) and S:+‘(m) are equal. 
Thus, let us consider that the labels are indexed variables, but are never substituted 
by function symbols for longer sequences of rewritings. Then, for n that is sufficiently 
great (linearly depending on the lengths of m and m’), these variables can be shown 
as periodic, and their indices can be chosen such that they do not belong to the 
side effects. Looking at the range of the finite sequence (Theorem 43), we know 
the behaviour of the periodic variables (symbols of variables which are periodic or 
substituted by a periodic symbol in the weighted graph). The periods correspond 
to the periods in the weighted graph of the rule; therefore, the periodic equation 
will be true for t e lowest common multiple of the periods of this weighted graph, 
that is, &hat is called the period of the rule. q 
iis secti 
recursrve rule t 
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5. I. Global rewriting systems 
.A ground term, T, can be rewritten  times by the rule, L+ iff§i 
dnd Tare unifiable. 
The uniform termination of one global rewriting rule is decidable. 
nite global rewritings for all finite ground terms ia the weighted graph of 
the rule does not exist or contains positive basic loops. 
Obviously, if Lo and R- ’ are not unifiable, that is, the weighted graph of 
the rule does not exist, then uniform termination is verified (cf. Theorem 4.13). In 
other cases, rule L+ R verifies the uniform termination iff the term S:, is infinite. 
From Theorem 4.18, this is equivalent o the existence of positive basic loops in the 
weighted graph. El 
emark This property is undecidable within rewriting systems. One rule is 
enough to simulate any Turing machine 161. 
A. The uniform termination of one global rewriting rule and one finite 
ground term is decidable. There exists a function, f, either linear if the weighted graph 
contains positive loops, or constant otherwise, such that a Jinite ground term, T, is 
globally rewritten finitely ifl it can be rewritten more than f (depth( T)). 
roof. Based on Theorems 4.18 and 4.35. Cl 
52. Logic programming 
The diflerence between global rewriting systems and pure Prolog programs is that 
the term which is globally rewritten is not ground, but it may contain some variables. 
A term, T, is said to be globahy rewritten with instantiation iff there 
exist a substitution u and a term T’ such that CT(T) is globally rewritten to T’. 
This definition corresponds to the usual rewritings applied in pure Prolog resol- 
ution. Let us consider the following structure of Prolog programs, called Pro!Bg 
While because of its behaviour: 
while( tend). 
while( fbefore) :-while( tafter). 
:- while( tbegin). 
The operational behaviour of the ile c Ilows: 
2Q2 R Devienne 
then 0 is a solution 
while T and &fOre have a mgu, denoted c 
T = 4 fafter) 
c = u(X) 
en 
have a mgu, denoted 0 
e(2Y) is a solution 
The halting problem of this program corresponds to that of the following simpler 
one: 
T = tbegin 
bile T and fb&,re have a mgu, denoted c 
T = 4 fafter) 
That is, the global rewriting (with instantiation) of the term, T, with respect o the 
rule, !bbefore + fafter i while it is possible. 
Proposition 5.6. A term, T, can be rewritten  times with respect o the rule, L+ R, iff 
the following system is solvable: 
The reduced congruent form of system S,(T) is denoted rcs,( T). 
heorem 5.7. ‘Tlze SLD tree of a Prolog While program is finite for all ground goals 
iff the weighted graph of the rule does not exist or contains positive loops. 
roof. This is equivalent to the theorem about uniform termination within global 
rewriting. E 
eorem 5.8. The SLD tree of a Prolog While program is finite for all goals iff the 
weighted graph of the rule does not exist. 
of. Obviously, the rule generates a finite sequence of global rewritings for 
any term iff that is true also for the most general term expressed by any variable. 
This is equivalent to the existence of a bounded sequence of global rewritings 
(Theorem 4.13). Cl 
Here, the problem of the uniform termination is linked to one rule and 
one term. That is, rule r and oile term, T, verify the uniform termination iff the 
term, T, is finitely globally rewritten with instantiation with respect to rule r. 
ere exists a function, f; linear (we ed graph exists and contains 
slant (otherwise), sue resolution of a log ile 
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p7i?g7crz a#, -d t: !Inzrrr gmi is ftnitc iff there is no sequ ?nce of global rewritings whose 
length is greater than 01 equal to f (depth(goa1)). 
eore The termination of the SLD resolution of a Prolog While whose goal, 
T, is linear is decidable. There exists a function, J either linear if the weighted graph 
contains positive loops, or constant otherwise, such that a jinite ground term, T, is 
globally rewritten finitely iff it can be rewritten more than f (depth( T)). 
If the term, T, is linear (that is, there is one occurrence of 
each variable), then the proof of the theorem is simple. From Theorem 4.35, for n 
greater than f(depth( T)) (positive loops) or a constant (no positive loops), there 
exists a tionstant substitution, uT, such that Si v T = a&?$ Cl 
2. The recursive definition of the natural integers: succ( U) + U. The 
term, succ”(zero), is globally rewritten at most n times, but the term, succR( V) can 
be infinitely globally rewritten by instantiation of the variable, K 
This theorem is still a conjecture in the non-linear case. 
Theorem 5.13. In the case of a Prolog While program whose fact is linear, the existence 
of solutions for a linear goal is decidable: There exists a function, f; linear (weighted 
graph exists and contains positive loops), constant (otherwise), such that the SLD 
resolution of a Prolog While program and a linear goal generate solution ijJ some of 
them are obtained before f (depth( goal)) + period( rule) recursive rewritings. 
roof. Let us suppose that the fact, F, and tbe goal, T, are linear (that is, there is 
one occurrence of each variable). Because the terms, SL and S:“, increase linearly 
according to n, then for all n greater than S,,,Jdepth( T)) and fmax(depth( F)), all 
the branches smaller in Sfi than in T are constant and all the branches smaller in 
S :+’ are constant (in relation to n) or periodic (cf. Theorem 4.35). 
After a number of rewritings linearly depending on the depth of the goal, there 
exists a constant substitution, c+, such that Si v T = oT( SL) because the goal is linear. 
Let p be the period of the rule. There exist a substitution constant in relation to 
n, denoted sin, and a finite number of constant substitutions, denoted q, mt,d,_ such 
that 
where mm ( q, mod p ) r? Dom(a,‘“) is empty. 
A solution exists for n recursive rewriti 
able. For n greater than fm,,!depth( T)) 
aT5 76, mod p (q)‘” are uni 
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Therefore, if there is no solution for a number of recursive rewritings belonging 
i0 
[fmaK(depth( T)) +Jl,,,(deptW’)) , S,,,(depth( T)) 
+fmaxWptW)) + peeod(mle)l, 
there will be no solutions for longer sequences of recursive rewritings. Otherwise, 
if there are solutions, the number of solution paths in the SED tree is infinite. CI 
core 4, In the case of a Prolog While program whose fact is linear, the existence 
ofjnite number of solution paths is decidable for a linear goal. There exists a function, 
f; linear (weighted graph exists and contains positive loops), constant (otherwise), 
such that the SLD tree of a Prolog While program and a linear goal has a finite number 
of solution paths i$ some of them are obtained for a number of recursive rewritings 
belonging to [f (depth(goal)), f(depth(goa1)) + period(rule)[. 
roof. Included in the proof of the previous iheorem. Cl 
Definition 5.15. A Prolog program is said to be bounded if it is possible to eliminate 
recursion from the program. 
.16. The boundedness property is decidable for a Prolog While program 
whose fact is linear. 
Proof. I’he problem is equivalent to the decidability of the existence of a finite 
number of solutions of the following program: 
while( tend). 
while( tbefore) :- while( tafter). 
:-while(X). 
where X is a variab!e. ah’ rs problem is decidable if the fact and goal are linear. 0 
5.P7. A Prolog While program is bounded if one of the following properties 
is true: 
(1) It has no weighted graph (Lo v R-’ does not exist). 
(2) l%e fact is ground and the weighted graph has at least one negative loop. 
(3) Ihe fact is linear and the weighted graph has no posrtive loop. 
hted graph is acyclic. 
(1) is equivalent to 
is the symmetric result in relation to Theorem 5.4. f the weighted graph of 
of the terms z+’ is not boun 
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that is, after a constant number of recursive rewritings, the depth of Sz+* will be 
greater than the depth of the ground fact. Therefore, no solutions can be found 
after this constant number of rewritings. 
(3) By extending a previous proof (Theorem 5.13), after a number of rewritings 
which depends linearly on the depth of goal, the solutions are 
( cTT ’ % modp u (af)-“w!A* 
Moreover, if the weighted graph contains no positive loop, then after a constant 
number of rewritings, S! is constant. 
(4) If the weighted graph is acyclic, then the size of the terms, SL and Sa”, is 
bounded. Because there exists a finite number of pair (Sk 9 Si”), recursively applying 
rule E:- R is equivalent to applying once a finite number of rules, SA :-Si”. Cl 
Table 1 
Weighted graph unification 
t before v @,dux does not exist 
no null leops in the weighted graph 
0 
tbefore v tizer does not exist 
occur-check verified 
____------ ________----__-_--------- _____-------- ------me--- --- 
Weighted graph Prolog While 
_________----------- -------------- ------------ --------- _------ 
Cefore v tifier 
term structure definition 
iterative (counter) interpretation 
weighted graph exists e 
infinite unfolding G 
period of the weighted graph =3 
positive loops + ground goal * 
negative loops + ground fact ==2 
acyclic weighted graph 
linear fact and linear goal+ 
positive loops 
linear fact and linear goal +no 
positive loops 
while( tend) 
while( tbefore? :-while( tafter) 
:-while( tbegin) 
program structure 
recursive 
infinite SLD resolution for some goals 
most general fixpoint 
period of the Prolog While program 
finite SLD resolution 
boundedness (3 equivalent non-recursive 
program) 
boundedness 
3J linear, such that, in the SLD resolution termi- 
nation, existence of solutions, existence of a 
finity of solution paths ca;l be checked after 
f(depth(goa1)) rewritings 
in the SLD resolution, termination, existence of 
solutions, existence of a finity of solutinn paths 
can be checked after a constant number of 
rewritings 
/ce P. Devienne 
ition (3), the linear hypothesis about the fact is important. 
wing program, whose fact is non-linear: 
Y) :- integer( sues(X), Y). 
er of solutions (all natur 1 integers), but its 
s and using an array, we 
and the link bet its weighted graph (Table I). 
This is an abstract of the properties proven along this paper about the chess game 
rule. A chess game is characterised by the following Prolog While program: 
gamc(P, P”, Nil). 
game(P, P”, PO M * W):-game( P’, 13, R). 
he fact means that a chess game between two players, P and P’, may be empty. 
The recursive rule expresses that if R is a chess game betwen the first player, P’, 
and the second player, P, then the chess game whose two first elements are P and 
M and the rest is R is a chess game whose first player is P and second is P’. 
‘Che bekaoiour of this rule is characterised by the unification of two weighted graphs: 
its left term whose root is weighted by 0 and its right term whose root is weighted 
by -1 (Theorems 4.8 and 4.10) (Fig. 33). The SLD resolution is infinite JCX- smne 
goals because its characteristic weighted graph exists (Theorem 5.7). 
Fig. 33. 
The following prggrarn will generate an infinite SLD computation (with an infinity 
of solutions): 
ga ‘, nil). 
arov, 
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The most generaljixpoint of the rule, that is, the most generai term which is revktten 
by the rule to an equivalent term, is the infinite unfolding of the characteristic weighted 
graph (Theorem 4.16 j. This term represents an infinite chess game (Fig. 34). 
PO 
Fig. 34. 
The most generaljinite sequence of recursive rewritings, S,, is ranged across by the 
Jjnite interpretation ofthe weighted graph of the rule from two intervals approximately 
equal to [l, n] (Theorem 4.10): 
Hn this case, these constants can be chosen as, respectively, 0, 0, 0 and 1. The 
inequality about the first element is 
LJ;,J Lo v R-‘) =z Sf s U;,,,r+ll( Lo v R-l). 
The lower value of this inequality is the real value of SL (Fig. 35). 
MO MO . . 
For all finite ground g 
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the positive loop of the weighted graph. The period is 2, that is, the lowest common 
mur’ti&e of periods in the weighted graph (Theorem 4.35). The only periodic 
phenomenon will be based on the names of players because they play in turn. 
For linear pals, termination, existence of solutions, $nity of solution paths can be 
checked after depthigoal- I)/2 recursive steps (Theorems 5.10-5.13). 
(1) The SLD resolution is finite iff there is no sequence of recursive rewritings 
is greater than depth(goal- 1)/2. 
(2) There are solutions iff some of them can be found for sequences of recursive 
rewritings whose length is less than depth(goal- 1)/2 + 2. 
(3) There is a finite number of solutions iff none of them can be found for 
sequences of recursive rewritings whose length is an element of 
[depth(goal - 1)/2, depth(goa1 - 1)/2+ 2[. 
Let UC look at some examples of goals: 
(1) :-game(X, Y, I?). Infinite computation, infinite number of solutions. 
(2) :-game( X, Y, kasparov 0 e2e4 0 karpov 0 e7e5 0 nil). Finite computation (at 
most two recursive rewritings), one solution. 
(3) :-game( X, Y, kasparovo MO P’o M’o karpovo R). Finite computation (at most 
two recursive rewritings), no solutions. 
Let us change the fact of the program: 
game( hal, kasparov, nil). 
game( P, P’, PO M 0 R) :-game( P’, P, R). 
:-game(kasparov, karpov, Chessgame). 
*This gives an infinite computation without solutions. 
6.2. Commutativity 
friend( taizo, hirohisa). 
friend(X, Y) :-friend( Y, X). 
‘i”ne fact means that taizo is a friend of hirohisa, and the LWLSP’SEW rule is thaE X is 
a friend of Y if Y is a friend of X. The behaviour of the rule is characterised by 
the weighted graph shown in Fig. 36. The SLD resolution is infinite for some goals 
because its weighted gruph exists. 
Fig. 36. 
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The following program will generate an infinite SLD computation (without 
solution): 
friend( taizo, hirohisa). 
friend(X, Y) :-friend( Y, X). 
friend( X, katsumi). 
The most general Jixpoint of the rule is the infinite unfolding of the ,haracteristic 
weighted graph (Fig. 37). This term is finite because the weighted graph is acyclic. 
40 
friend 
C 
-a 
- unfolding ---) friend 
+1 /\ 
x: 2J x0 Xl 
Fig. 37 
The most general sequence of recursive rewritings, S,,, is ranged across by the 
interpretation of the weighted graph of the rule from two intervals approximately 
equal to [I, n]: 
p,n+1; [I+=, 9 ,_&Ov P)S s, S I[:l_“,‘,‘;+&“v R-l). _. 
These constants can be chosen as, respectively, 0, 0, 0 and 1, that is, the real value 
of the sequence, S,, is the upper bound of the inequality S, = I[~$~$L” v R-l). 
For some jinite ground goals, the SLD resolution is infinite because there are no 
positive loops in the weighted graph. Any ground instantiation of friend (X, Y) can 
be rewritten infinitely (Fig. 38). The period of the rule is 2, that is, the Lowest common 
friend 2 friend . . . . . . friend . . . . . . 
J\ /\ J\ 
X0 Xl Xl x0 Xk mod 2 xk+l mod 2 
Fig. 38. 
multiple of the periods in the weighted graph. The rule expresses the commutativity 
of the friend relation. This progr2.m is bounded because its weighted graph is acyclic. 
The following two programs have the same solutions: 
(1) friend( tI , tz). (2) friend( tl , tz). 
friend(X, Y) :-friend! Y, X). friend( t2, fl). 
Therefore, the complexity of the rule is constant. There is a constant, 1, such that 
(1) the SLD resolution is infinite iff the recursive can be applied once; 
(2) there are solutions iff some of them can be found with zero or one recursive 
rewriting; 
(3) there is a finite number of solutions i 
or no recursive rewriting. 
r one 
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Let us look at some examples of goals: 
(1) :-friend(hirohisa, Y). Infinite computation, finite nu 
Y). Finite computation (no rewriting is 
solution. 
katsumi). Infinite computation, no solutions. 
6.3. Function “less than 0” on the natural integers 
anlO(succ’(zer0)). 
lessthanlO(X) :-lessthanlO(succ( X)). 
The fact t 9 is less than ‘rO, atk +:B z recursive rule is that X is less than 
10 if sucr!x) veri5es the same thing. 
The haef;a1-lkuu of the rule is characterised by the weighted graph shown in Fig. 39. 
V 
+-1 ;G 
leSSthaIUl0 lessthan I i -1 succ = 
1 
X 
Fig. 39. 
The SLD resolution is infinite for some goals because iis weighted graph exists. 
The following program will generate an infinite SLD computation: 
lessthan10!succ9!zero)). 
:-lessthanlO(zero). 
The most general jixpoint of the rule is the i@nite unfolding qf the characteristic 
weighted graph, here, the rational and ground term: lessthanlO(succ”). For some 
nite ground goals, the SLD resolution is infinite because there are no positive [oops 
in the weighted graph. here is no periodic phenomenon during the SLD resolution, 
because there is no pe d in the weighted graph. This program if bounded because 
its weighted graph contains one negative loop and the fact is ground. Therefore, the 
complexity of this rolog While program is constant. 
The following two programs have the same solutions for all goals: 
an10!succ9(zero)). lessthan10(succ9(zero)). 
lessthanlO(succ*(zero)). 
lesst 
he secon rogram is composed of 10 ground facts, and its complexity is constant. 
6.4. Occur-check 
Let us consider the rule shown in Fig. 40. This rule is not loop-generating because 
the longest sequence of rewritings has length 1. Two recursive applications of this 
rule are not possible because of the occur-check (Fig. 41). 
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Fig. 40. 
l - 
. non-unifiable 
J 
f :- f 
Yl g X2 x2 y2 
\ 
I 
43 
1 
Yl y2 
Fig. 41. 
The weighted graph which is computed by the unification algorithm is shown 
in Fig. 42. This weighted graph is not finite, that is, there are null loops 
(from node g). Hence, the unification algorithm fails because of the occur-check. 
Fig. 42. 
The complexity of the rule is constant: the SLD resolution is finite for any goal 
(at least one recursive rewriting), and any goal has a finite number of solutions (at 
least two solutions). There is no fixpoint and no periodic phenomenon. 
6.5 Similar patterns, different behaviours 
Let us look at the three recursive rules in 
except for the first rul 
the same patterns, but t 
the rules 5 and 6 are eq 
sequence of recursive 
and check their recurs 
I? Devienne 
Rule ij 6 Rule 
Y 
Fig. 43. 
-+ . . 
X 
No weighted graph 
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The most genera fixpoint of rules 5 and 6 are the infinite unfoldings of their 
. 
weighted graphs as sho-wn in Fig. 47. The fixpoint of rule 5 is infinite because its 
weighted graph is cyclic. This fixpoint is irrational because it contains an infinite 
number of variab es; and therefore, cannot be expressed by a directed graph, 
fixpoint of rule 6 is finite because its weighted graph is acyclic. Rule 7 has no fixp 
because it cannot generate an infinite sequence of rewritings. 
/ 
etc n-l 
Fig. 47. 
etc 
For all 
weighted 
finite ground terrms, rules 5 and 7 generate a finite SIB resolution because 
graph (5) contains positive loops, and weighted graph (7) does not exist. 
However, for some finite ground terms, rule 6 can generate an infinite S 
Any ground instantiation of its finite fixpoint can be rewritten infini 
There is no periodic phenomenon in recursive rules 5 and 7, but rule 6 has a 
period 4 from the period of the weighted graph. 
The complexity of rules 6 and 7 is constant because weighted graph (6) is acyclic, 
and weighted graph (7) does not exist. After four rewritings in each case, the 
termination (rule 6), the existence of solutions (rules 6 and 7) and the existence of 
a finite number of solution paths (rule 6) ca owever, the corrrplexity 
of rule 5 will be constant if the fact is grou tive loop), but its 
complexity will generally be linear (existen 
7. 
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and the existence crrf solutions for all programs with the following st 
while( t,,,). 
where the terms, tent1 and f&gin, are linear. It is expected that these pro 
true even for non-linear facts and goals. 
The features of this approach are, first, some coherence for studying the recursive 
on of terms; these terms have been generalised in the form of weighted 
ich are based on the same algebraic theory and share the same basic 
operations; second, these results can be understood on three levels: 
(1) Algebraic theory: weighted graphs can be studied formally independent of 
all applications. However, through the equivalence between the behaviour of a rule, 
L+ R, anal its weighted graph, Lo v R-‘, the weighted graph properties can be 
applied within logic programming in two directions. 
(2) The weighted graph is a tool of proof and automatic evaluation of termination 
and complexity for linear recursivity, and can therefore be used for improving 
strategy or proving the decidability of some properties, for example, the uniform 
termination of one global rewriting rule. 
(3) The weighted graph is a methodological tool that can be used by the program- 
mer for a better understanding of the behaviour of recursive rules. 
Although the Bohm-Jacopini theorem has an equivalent formulation in Prolog, 
that is, any pure Prolog program has a strongly equivalent program of the form [ 13 j
choice( t,). 
choice( f2). 
while( fend). 
while( fbefore) :-choice(t), while( fafter). 
:+vhile( &gin). 
it is &GoneA tksa! thir resl~lt is not ;; 
r-- ----- ----” real limit, as the [ 1 j theorem was no a real limit 
in imperative programming, and that by using the weighted graphs of recursive 
sub-structures of some Prolog programs, it will therefore be possible to understand 
their whole behaviour. Then, the structured logic programming will be established 
as an efficient and methodological approach. 
also like to than 
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